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‘The river was moved too close to my house!’ declared a soon-to-be-displaced resident following
flood disaster in Brazil. Infrastructural engineering decades earlier had changed the river’s course
and led to the flooding of his home, yet the state now blamed a rainstorm for causing the disaster.
The narrative of a natural event provided the pretext for urban governance based around evictions
and further rounds of infrastructural engineering, nominally aimed at pre-empting a dangerous
climate future. The paper takes the circumstances of this case to trigger a conceptual discussion
on governance of the disaster event, narratives, and the promise of infrastructures to mitigate
alarming urban futures. I draw on urban political ecology, the sociology of the event, and recent
social studies of infrastructure, while also questioning understandings of eventful nature in the
post-human turn. Tackling urban disaster risk, it is argued, depends on a political reframing of
disasters as infrastructural events. This is a reflexive process that challenges how risks are pro
duced through capitalist urbanisation, with the aim of making this longer temporality eventful for
social change. A focus on politicised infrastructures reveals and disrupts dominant natural hazard
narratives that remain integral to hazardous urban expansion.

1. Vignette
“The river used to be over there”, Geraldo gestured with incredulity, directing me beyond the river’s current position to the other
side of a busy road. “Then they moved the river to this side … That was the end of my father’s farm!” Geraldo was right to be
incredulous. He would eventually be evicted and his home demolished by Rio de Janeiro state’s environment agency, INEA, on the
basis of it lying illegally close to Nova Friburgo’s principal river, the Bengalas, which burst its banks in a serious 2011 flood and
landslide disaster. By 2014 hundreds of houses were marked with red ‘X’s, indicating their displacement for a major engineering
project including river and road widening and linear park development. As an INEA informant later explained to me, “people will only
have to leave if they are at risk of flood … and some of them settled there illegally, against environmental legislation.” For Geraldo in
turn, serious flood risk was based on the reverse: ‘The river was moved too close to my house!‘.
The story became clearer when an elderly neighbour, Eduardo, joined the conversation in Geraldo’s kitchen. Alongside others, their
homes stretched in a straight line along the riverbank, many of them constructed in the early twentieth century along an old railway
line built to take coffee to port. Their owners farmed the fertile valley floor before there was even a road there. “The river was moved in
about 1945 … Here, there was no asphalt, there was nothing”. The river’s meanders were gradually replaced with an engineered
straight-line canal running parallel to the railway. As industrial urbanisation advanced and textiles and metalwork replaced coffee as
regional exports, the railway itself was removed in the 1960s. Adamant that their homes were not settled illegally as INEA now alleged,
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Geraldo and Eduardo accused the government of ignoring its own faulty interventions in the past, and manipulating predictions of
growing future disaster risk to prise them from their homes.
The story is indicative of rapid urbanisation in Brazil through the twentieth century, followed by twenty-first century efforts to deal
with disaster risk, regularly playing out on the homes and lives of poorer people. Geraldo and Eduardo’s homes were now located
amidst dense dwellings stretching upwards on either side of the valley, authorised by the municipality to house factory workers and
city service providers. These more recent land occupations were mostly self-build and formed a series of hazardously located sub
divisions routinely affected by landslides. Representing, in effect, a history of disaster risk creation through developmental urbani
sation, the story was lost amidst the tumult of state policies designed to deal with the fallout: hillside and river containment
infrastructures, evictions, and community alarm systems, preparedness drills and risk mapping.
Climate adaptation was now the chief justification to engineer the shoring up of runaway urban expansion and the human lives
within it.
“With that level of rainfall there’s nothing you can do. Storms will become more unpredictable and intense so we must respond”,
a government advisor told me. The 2011 event—not the 1940s river diversion event—had become the baseline for the imagination
and quantification of future flood risk.
In my last visit to Nova Friburgo at the end of 2018, river widening was complete and no trace remained of Eduardo, Geraldo, or
their homes.
2. Introduction
This article uses the case introduced in the vignette to trigger a conceptual discussion on links between natural hazards, urbani
sation processes, disasters and temporality. Rather than exploring the case in depth (I and others have done this elsewhere, see box
below), my focus here is on wider theoretical concerns in disaster studies for how dominant urban governance approaches mobilise a
specific narrative of event—and for what purpose. Building on the idea of infrastructural events [1], I show how ‘natural’ disaster
narratives exclude the infrastructures of urban growth by refusing to recognise their significance, especially to marginal residents like
Eduardo and Geraldo, who are frequently displaced in processes of uneven and hazardous urbanisation.
Critiques of dominant governance approaches and framings of development are not hard to come by in disaster studies, with the
long, past, generation of vulnerability firmly dissipating the convention ‘that disasters are events … concentrated in time and space’ [2,
p.505, see also 3–9]. Yet this literature also overlaps with critical work on the state, disaster capitalism, and on future climate
resilience, focussed precisely on the usefulness of natural hazard events for advancing specific governance agendas [10–17]. The
disaster event is somehow dissipated but also very much present.
Framing the 2011 flood and landslide disaster in Rio de Janeiro State
Triggered by a month’s rainfall in 24 h and widespread landslides across urban and rural areas, Brazil’s most serious disaster to date (with 1000 human
fatalities) has frequently been narrated as the hazard: a geomorphological and climatic phenomenon to which people should react [18,19]. I and other scholars
have published widely to try to shift the framing of causation in this case away from a threatening nature ‘out there’ toward the political-ecological processes of
uneven urbanisation, vulnerabilisation, environmental degradation and outdated infrastructures that actually generate risk [20,21]. The role of Atlantic Forest
fragmentation in accelerating erosion and run-off is frequently ignored [22,23], while most of the casualties occurred in three rapidly expanding cities, without
which it is doubtful this would be considered a disaster or a significant event. Obscured in dominant accounts, the stories of those on the front line of disaster and
displacement often detail the unfolding of land occupation on hillsides and river margins, and the political and economic maneuverings that enable such
catastrophes [24–26]. Frequently placed central is the cosy mutuality between public authority and engineering firms that drives risk reduction focussed on
large-scale river/slope infrastructural containment, in ongoing efforts to secure urban growth [12,27]. Narratives of disaster attribution focussed on natural
events hold distinct power to discount marginalised voices and sanction displacement as part of the urbanisation process [28, this issue].

Urban floods and landslides arise from rapid densification and infrastructural breakdown, typically differentiated across neigh
bourhood, class and race, as well as from climatic variation, geological propensity, and deforestation. But the way we explain or
narrate such socio-environmental occurrences, including the ‘eventful’ weight we apply to different causal factors, remains of major
interest to disaster scientists, geographers, and sociologists alike. The rise of post-humanist and related assemblage approaches
inspired by Latour, Deleuze and others speaks also to this problematic, as they theorise (disaster) events and their outcomes as less
ordered collections of social and natural inputs, each one becoming eventful as it interacts and hybridises with others [29–34].
I take a different direction here, nonetheless, and borrow from Adam Moore’s work on the sociology of events [35], as well as from
urban political ecology (UPE). Moore views events as symbolic happenings that only gain meaning and significance when incorporated
(or ‘emplotted’) into existing storylines on social relations and development. In the vignette, while residents certainly experienced the
disaster, the meanings they applied to it varied tremendously, with the dominant governmental narrative ultimately placing such
weight on natural forces that it ignored Eduardo and Geraldo’s explanation concerning the 1940s river canalisation and role of that
infrastructure in the tragedy.
Sociological analyses have tended to view events as necessarily transformational: if society is structured to maintain continuity in a
dominant order, how does social change occur? For Sahlins, for example, events are key moments in time that alter social structures
and thus shift society’s course [36]. Yet while the ‘natural event’ explanation for disaster in the vignette resulted in changes to the
urban order based on infrastructural engineering, displacement, and emergency alarms, the ‘success’ of this storyline in actually
creating change was entirely dependent on existing social narratives that emphasised an acceptable future of modern, urban, economic
development [37–40]. Moore disagrees that events can be defined by the transformations that may follow: events may or may not
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trigger social change, as they are precisely dependent on interpretation as component parts of wider social expectations [35]. In short,
the 1940s river works and processual nature of that infrastructure in the years to follow can be viewed as eventful over and above
inclement weather in 2011; moreover, the perception and narration of these different causal factors is a matter of human political
power.
Infrastructures represent a key area of interest for UPE and related scholars, as the human-made material upon which urbanisation
processes rest. The engineered, infrastructural, environment attempts to organise flows of water, energy and people, and is ultimately
infused with the political promise of increasing capital growth and human wellbeing [41]. Yet, like the 1940s river canal, they are
designed according to the social and environmental expectations, and future development ideals, of the periods in which they’re made
[42]. They introduce a concrete permanence into the landscape that cannot be easily undone, despite shifting and often unknown
future flows in water, soil, climate, or people. These physical artefacts of the city, then, while not under the absolute control of the
engineers that designed them, remain infused with a historical geographical will for productive growth and accumulation [43]. The
failure of such infrastructures (in floods or droughts, for example) can then represent the empty promises of a development that fell
short of its earlier dreams [1,44–46]. The infrastructures of urban society are key sites around which politics is organised, mobilising
peoples’ acceptance of and participation in, or disappointment with and resistance to, the states that build and maintain or else
abandon them. Like disaster itself, infrastructures should be viewed as processes rather than simply objects, distributed to and
withdrawn from different social groups as a central locus of power and contestation in unfolding urbanisation.
Placing urban floods as infrastructural rather than climatic or natural events is then as much an effort to analyse disaster attribution
as it is a political one designed to shift the narrative of disasters and events away from transformative moments. Instead, it points
towards subverting longstanding processes of hazardous urbanisation and vulnerabilisation rooted in the failing pursuit of capitalist
modernity. An erroneous focus on causative natural events remains a narrative device designed to divert public attention from the key
issues at stake and enable continued urban economic and infrastructural growth, with the further hazards, disasters, and displacements
that such development implies.
The paper concerns general questions about disasters and urbanisation but is inspired by longstanding research in Brazil, one of the
world’s most urbanised regions. I undertook the interviews in the vignette, anonymised here, in Nova Friburgo, Rio de Janeiro in 2013,
as part of wider ethnographic research with at-risk groups, scientists, and governmental actors. I also analysed historical documents
and current disaster risk policy and urban development plans. Nova Friburgo (urban population 180,000) is an interesting case for
disaster studies beyond the 2011 destruction (see above box), given constant efforts since its foundation 200 years ago to engineer
urban modernity into a series of narrow, forested, valleys little suited to densification [20]. Its verdant Atlantic Forest setting has
essentially served as the buffer against which developmental progress could be measured. Repeated cycles of flood, landslide, river or
slope containment, and displacement and resettlement of the poor, have remained a constant through the city’s short history, a point
indicating the centrality of infrastructures to the urbanisation process as a whole. Hazardous urban expansion is (dis)placed onto the
shoulders of the vulnerable, but this act is never narrated to be as eventful as the storm hazards upon which disasters are blamed and to
which infrastructural pushback—including emergency drills and alarms in an age of climate change—inevitably follows.
The article does not provide a full review of all the literature detailed in this introduction, but rather zooms in on specific theory
that helps us explain the case of disaster and event in the vignette, for broader relevance. Structured in three substantive sections, I
begin by discussing events as occurrences plotted into larger narrative arcs, hence politically useful as ‘boundary crossings’ for social
change, a point that also begins to question assemblage understandings of the event, when placed within an ongoing narrative of
hazardous urbanisation. I then take further the question of event governance, drawing on Foucault, with a concern for a threatening
future climate that is now used to justify radical engineering, evictions, and preparedness in the present, in turn producing new paths
for urban environments. The third section argues for a reframing of urban disasters as infrastructural rather than climatic events,
highlighting relations between spatial change, emergent disasters, and underpinning narratives of progress, while I also urge caution
over approaches that seek to displace the distinct power of human beings to create both better, and worse, futures. The conclusion
extends this point by considering the infrastructural event idea as a ‘revealer’ for change in urban governance trajectories.
3. Narratives, nature, and the events of urbanisation
I take forward here discussion of the disaster event as an occurrence plotted within wider narratives of modern, urbanised, national,
development, and consider how natural hazards might be placed in this context. I explore why narratives of causal eventfulness matter
for risk reduction interventions like human displacement, as well as to residents’ contestations of these governmental processes.
The past two-plus decades have seen understandings of narrative move from a focus on representation alone toward acknowledging
how they constitute social identities and political relations. ‘The event’, in turn, is theorised as a key part of such narratives, always
lying in a causal sequence that can lead readers/listeners forward in time by comparing to life before and after [47]. Whatever the
actual properties of the event, whether a surprising or radical encounter between humans or a hazardous phenomenon in the wider
world, those interpreting it must be able to give it meaning, which involves the activation of prior knowledge, cultural norms, and
social expectations [36]. Yet, similar to fictional narratives, the eventfulness of the storyline depends on both the narrator’s con
struction of it as a happening from which change can occur, and on the reader interpreting it as out of the ordinary according to
collective norms [48].
‘Boundary crossings’ then progress a social story forward, with a view to either maintaining a social order as it is (by demonstrating
potential horror if things should change), or to challenge society’s cultural framings (by leading listeners/readers to accept change as
the right or only possible way forward). Shocking or spectacular stories indeed focus on ‘people and events rather than [on] contexts
and longer-term processes, which make it difficult for activists to communicate the structural causes of [injustice]’ [47 p.121]. For
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Tilly, ‘boundary stories’ are key to state power because they present shocking threats or challenges that must be responded to and thus
shared across the nation, which is redefined anew [49]. As Cronon detailed on drought in the US dustbowl, disasters can be emplotted
as events precisely to contravene the narrative arc of ‘an epic march toward enlightened democratic nationhood’ [39, p.1353]. The
political power of this dominant narrative resulted in the re-embedding of the ‘epic march’ through more scientific innovation, pro
duction, and human ingenuity.
Societies always contain a number of different narratives on social/political development, and hence contain entirely different
readings of such (natural) events according to observers’ perceptions, such that some readings would doubt the event’s existence in the
first place: a disaster can simply become climatic variation, poor planning, or the work of gods and spirits. A flood cannot be
appreciated as a threat or a hazard without a human population to do so, but culture also frames which signifiers are attached to it. As
Hoffman [50, p.195] reminds us,
‘potentially destructive agent[s] … are embedded in natural and social systems that unfold as processes over time … render[ing]
disasters also as processual phenomena, rather than events that are isolated and temporally demarcated in exact time frames.’
The Xingu people of Brazil, for example, seeing their place in the cosmos as inextricable from that of the river that shares their
name, would scarcely view its flooding as an event, let alone a disaster [51]. Similarly, Jackson [52, this issue] writes of the very
different cultural and spiritual signifiers indigenous Papuans and development agencies attach to cyclones and their impacts. Envi
ronmental phenomena are interpreted through a range of cultural symbols and emotions that may be positive or negative, and as such
are always framed according to interpreters’ connection with the world around them.
A key point here is not just that the event must be interpreted and meaningful in order to be eventful, but moreover to be perceived
as a boundary crossing—to enable some form of social transformation—it must be placed or emplotted into a wider social narrative
[35]. For Sahlins, events are conjunctures emerging from social structure (people interpret them according to existing norms and
values) but then alter that structure (as people meaningfully redefine themselves as a result of the encounter) [36]. To be an event the
conjuncture can be analysed as a historical moment of change. For Moore, however,
‘events […] gain significance as they are discussed and incorporated in the narratives people construct about themselves and the
social relations in which they are enmeshed … [Events are] heterogeneous experiences […] configured into an intelligible plot[;
] points in the plot that either carry the story along a preexisting narrative arc or signal a change … [I]t is through the social acts
of narration [that events become] part of processes of both order and change, actively making social relations and identities [35,
p.6].
To return to our vignette, it was not so much the natural hazard event that represented an opportunity to reinforce urbanisation,
infrastructures and displacements, but rather state and scientific actors’ emplottment of that hazard into an existing dominant
narrative arc. Other narrative arcs, including that of Eduardo and Geraldo, clearly existed, and contained their own events like the
1940s river canalisation, even if they could not be narrated with the same political economic power.
For those more concerned with the physical quantity of natural hazards and the undertaking of meaningful DRR by/for those
actually exposed to them, the talk of storytelling and interpretation can be difficult to swallow. When you can feel water up to your
waist, the idea that nature is to all intents and purposes a signifier of culture [53] can come across as irrelevantly academic.
Socio-cultural meanings and expectations between humans must surely not be the same as expecting not to be waist-high in
water—with H20 an elemental component in its own right. The rise of post-humanist approaches, focussed on social enmeshment and
assemblage with non-human forces or actants, speaks precisely to this point: that the physicality of the universe goes beyond the
human and can’t be reducible to it [32,33].
For the latter theorists, post-structuralism’s emphasis on social experience mediated through text and discourse avoids acknowl
edging sets of agents and forces that are capable of creating (climatic, geological) events without humans added to the mix. Like Sahlins,
Latour argued that events explain how social/cultural change and transformation unfolds [29]. Yet unlike Sahlins’ emphasis on events
as humanly meaningful, he understood both society and nature as interacting elements (in our case climate, stormwater, infrastructure,
earth, politics, vulnerability and more), each one holding eventful potential but coming together in unpredictable hybridisation; an
event to transform environment, landscape, and social-scientific engagement in equal measure. You may only perceive the event at the
moment a plethora of actants come together, a moment in which you are also modified.
For Sansi, the problem with such a framing is that in order to have a hybrid you need to be able to perceive separation (e.g. between
climate and vulnerability) at the outset. A hybrid is
an ambiguous, sterile mixture of two […] pre-existing entities, ultimately [running] against the very argument that Latour is
making: if there has never been a purified separation between nature and culture, there has never been a hybrid of both [29,
p.451].
This is critically important for the case triggering my discussion here. If we are to perceive disaster events as unpredictable con
stellations of natural and social elements, in which causative weight and power is dispersed as each category is modified, we deny the
power of different human narratives of the disaster event. In turn, it then becomes difficult to subvert past modifications of nature (e.g.
urban river canalisation) that may hold identifiable weight in provoking disaster in the present. The Latourian event ultimately comes
across as another human narration of socio-environmental relationships, yet one with a limited politics. The event-as-narrative-device
idea is productively transposed to disaster studies precisely as the stories told about hazards and disasters are a specialist occupation of
government, media, scientific experts and responders, with complex social and political problems consistently rendered technical by
powerful political and economic actors [10,54]. That narratives about hazard and disaster events are often conflictual, with one
coming to dominate another (as in the vignette), reveals the importance of framing in social change.
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When considering urbanisation, the constitution of urban life has conventionally implanted the built environment ‘over nature’,
with architecture, planning, paving, and watercourse and drainage systems designed precisely to mitigate environmental threats like
storms, earthquakes, floods or landslides [55]. For Gandy [38], the modernising quest of industrial urbanisation represents an effort to
step out of nature and thus propagate a culture of unmitigated control over and superiority to it. In contrast to the promise of urban
infrastructures to deliver society from nature [41,45] however, urbanisation in many locations in fact built exposure—bodily, envi
ronmentally, socially, economically—into the landscape. The removal of native forests, closing of rivers into pipes and canals, often
beneath asphalt, as well as faltering sewage treatment and inadequate rubbish disposal has led to degradation of soil, water and
vegetation in what Costa and Monte-Mor call a ‘virtual ecological bomb’ [56 p.134–6].
Regardless of the failures of previous hydro infrastructures—superseded by engineering in the present to constantly search for
uninterrupted capital and labour flows—the eventfulness of ‘natural’ disaster as an affront to urban growth is promulgated whenever
destruction follows a hazard. Whether looking at disasters linked to dam ruptures or urban floods, causal agents can be made to appear
and disappear according to the framings promoted by those in positions of political economic power and the social and cultural norms
and expectations generated in their wake [3,6,20,57].
This brings us back to the predicament of our protagonists in Nova Friburgo. The city was subject to multiple rounds of expansion,
in-migration, and engineering through decades of authoritarian developmentalism and growth-focussed industrial modernisation [20]
(see Fig. 1). With elderly residents cognisant of the past river interventions that shifted disaster risk—and indeed risk of dis
placement—onto their homes, the idea of a unified narrative of the event, or of a collective urban culture of eventfulness, is then
misplaced. You may have water up to your waist, but the signifiers you append to the experience will vary starkly according to social
differentiation across neighbourhood, class, age, gender, and land or citizenship rights. Geraldo and Eduardo, whose families settled on
public land along the old railway line before factory development, urban density, and public authority caught up with them, were in
effect easily disposed of. They had never perceived their occupation as informal, yet the law now selectively cast them as “at risk of
flood”, “illegal”, and “against environmental legislation.”
Differential vulnerability’s long temporal gestation, and its intertwined relationship with urban governance and displacement, is of
course key to understanding disaster [7,12,13,58]. Geraldo and Eduardo were close to illiterate and had had scant access to education
and healthcare. Unable to wield political power, they settled on the (then) roadless valley floor precisely because the land was un
wanted for other uses. For the Brazilian poor, squatting has long been a means to gain not only local employment but also a better

Fig. 1. Central Nova Friburgo one week after the January 2011 flood and landslide disaster. In repeated efforts to embed urban settlement into the landscape, city
planners gradually directed the Bengalas into a straight line through the valley, with new rounds of river engineering after each flood event. Source: Google Earth.
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citizenship status, with rights to land and services following suit [25,59]. River diversions, engineering, and displacement could take
place on the doorstep of such groups precisely because they lacked the political clout to have infrastructural interventions either
accommodate them or be abandoned [60]. Resident knowledge of the 1940s diversion event was irrelevant in comparison to expert
state scientific knowledge. How would they tell the story and who in authority might listen? The river’s meanders would not be
reinstated over urban densification, and the municipality had always favoured displacement to the urban fringe over investing the
sums to shore-up poor housing against future flood.
The political rationale of displacement was underpinned not so much by the event itself, as by the emplottment of that event within
an overall narrative of urban economic progress. Natural disaster risk, and the marginal, illiterate, and informal populations bound up
in that nature, was narrated as the buffer against which urban modernity should progress. Narratives of disaster eventfulness are thus
enfolded into urbanisation as a process, working through social vulnerability.
Povinelli [30, p.4] has referred to the reality of life in the margins as a case of:
nothing spectacular to report … [N]othing happens that rises to the level of an event let alone a crisis […] Life … drift[s] across
a series of quasi-events into a form of death that can be certified as due to the vagary of “natural causes”.
For her, Geraldo and Eduardo’s knowledge lay in the shadow of a cacophony of ‘natural’ eventfulness. Their experience could not
instigate change and was thus unable to become an event, resulting in them being intervened upon and displaced under the guise of
‘protection’ from eventful climatic systems [see also 31]. Overlapping with Latour, the event is cast here as the point at which its
various inputs or components, such as vulnerability, natural hazards, or even infrastructures, ‘meet’ to become a disaster, resulting in
the possibility of political interpretation and change. Yet, this understanding also denies the reality that the urbanising infrastructures
of the past were themselves productive of and meaningful for disaster, regardless of the dominant natural or climatic framing. Rather
than ‘quasi’ events, then, the urbanisation process was eventful in its own right, albeit hidden within the stories of others and not
emplotted into the dominant narrative arc of urban progress.
Ignoring the 1940s canalisation, and in turn emphasising a story of natural causation, might then be viewed as part-and-parcel of an
urban-industrial logic—redefining and subordinating what was formerly ‘rural’ into production and consumption systems led by new
urban centres [56]. For Brenner, extended, generalised, and even ‘planetary’ urbanisation has produced a ‘variegated urban fabric’ of
expanding infrastructures, information flows, migrants and commuters [40, p.90]. The very idea of natural hazards arriving to perturb
a pre-existing, closed and complete urban area is nothing short of absurd in the face of an increasingly hazardous urbanisation process.
In turn, if it is the process that is eventful for transformation rather than the external hazard, it is the overall narrative of event that
must be shifted away from apparently transformational moments [12, 20, 28 (this issue)]. Narratives of urban progress and natural
eventfulness seek to produce the kind of societal consensus that allows urbanisation and its constituent economic growth to keep
expanding.
In section 5 I continue this discussion with a view to disrupting the existing narrative arc of hazardous, capitalist, urbanisation.
Containing the tired trope of transformational natural or climatic moments, I move beyond this through the idea of infrastructural
events. Before this, however, I further explore dominant narratives through the additional layer of anticipated, dangerous, climate
futures.
4. Governing critical urban futures
The longer temporal narrative of past interventions enabling disaster in the present says less about the temporality of the dominant
contemporary urban governance focus on pre-empting future natural threats. In Nova Friburgo the disaster event had apparently
already taken place, while Geraldo and Eduardo waited for the largely silenced event of their removal. But this eviction was not
undertaken based on what had already happened, but rather on the assumed scientific fact that “storms will become more unpre
dictable and intense, so we must respond”.
The narrative of climate futures and their impact on the urbanising standard of the present remains so far unexplored. Enabling
urban infrastructural engineering by narrating a natural hazard as a boundary crossing (independent of assumed to be non-eventful
pasts) makes use of a potentially eventful future in forcing through the urbanising aims of the present. In short, governmental dis
courses focussed not only on responding to disaster but also on pre-empting the potential events of the future. And yet future
unpredictability dictated that even that could not guarantee the removal of the threat. In Nova Friburgo, major infrastructural works
and evictions accompanied comprehensive rainfall and soil saturation analyses, risk education programmes, escape route mapping,
and introduction of emergency alarm systems in the city’s poorest areas. Chasing and mitigating ‘sneaky nature’, in Valencio’s words,
became a key governmental preoccupation in Brazil after 2011 [61].
Foucault’s work in the 1970s was ahead of the curve in understanding relations between contemporary nation state governance and
efforts to avoid or mitigate risks, hazards, and other contingencies. Through the metaphor of a ship, governing would mean:
‘clearly to take charge of the sailors, but also of the boat and its cargo; to take care of a ship means also to reckon with winds,
rocks, storms; and it consists in that activity of establishing a relation between the sailors, who are to be taken care of, and the
ship, which is to be taken care of, and the cargo, which is to be brought safely to port, and all those eventualities like winds,
rocks, storms and so on [Foucault 2000, cited 62. p.216].
Foucault argued that putatively modern states govern via the protection of population and territory from risks and threats, a process
as much defining who is inside/outside the collective to be protected as it disciplines how that collective should comport culturally in
the face of ‘external’ nature. Foucault’s ‘conduct of conduct’ had a natural outside.
Illustrating this process through another case of urban floods in Brazil, Marchezini [11] shows how state technical expertise and
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militarised response quickly stepped in to the post-disaster space to calculate and determine levels of future threat and vulnerability
across the population. Beginning their analysis from the narrow temporality of the ‘disaster event’, these actors ignored the voices of
people living in exposed areas and thus the stories of urban pasts these residents were likely to impart on disaster risk creation. The
state, then, took its cues from determining who was at risk, from what, and by calculating the winners and losers from displacement. It
is no surprise that the author viewed the building of new water infrastructures as a means to secure property valuable to urban
economic growth, a process that simultaneously recreated vulnerability anew at the urban fringe. The case demonstrated the state’s
use of (purportedly natural) hazards to discipline the urban population into a spatialised standard of economic production.
Parallels with the Nova Friburgo case are clear. Earlier infrastructural interventions aimed to ‘tame’ the river as industrialisation
expanded. Yet as these infrastructures were overrun by runoff from urbanising hillsides and silting of poorly maintained canals, flood
risk returned with a vengeance. Floods and landslides were then ‘useful’ within a circular process of urbanising governance. For Rose,
‘[p]ower is the ability to establish a circle; it is the capacity to situate a cause that can act as the state’s rationale for its own functioning’
[62 p.216]. The narrow temporal narration of urban floods as natural boundary-crossing events ends up reproducing the problems they
aim to correct via infrastructures aiming to mitigate an unknown future. Interventions and urbanisation are re-enabled in perpetual
motion. Not simply an ‘anti’ infrastructure position, the analysis moreover points to relations of governmental power that are endemic
to the forms in which such engineering projects are imagined, purposed, and implemented.
Foucault viewed hazards in terms of their potential to drive future ‘scarcity’, as Anderson and Gordon advise, for example through
shortages of security, food, water, or human life itself [63]. Overlapping with Furedi’s [64 p.509] focus on the ‘growth of a market in
fear’—the cultural ‘ascendancy of a precautionary sensibility’—Foucault understood government to be an ‘anti-scarcity’ system. The
supervision and control of population is predicated around the possibility of a (disastrous) future event, in anticipation of which
governments argue that inaction in the present will enable those events to take place. Crucially for Anderson and Gordon, the assertion
that effective governance will end future scarcity always remains a promise, based on the very obvious fact that scarcity (and by
extension vulnerability) persists widely in the present. Indeed, the very need for infrastructural action on future threats draws attention
to those most likely to suffer from them: without vulnerability there is no need for action. The implicit promise is that vulnerability can
be eradicated for the majority while it remains in place for some. ‘The scarcity-scourge disappears, but scarcity that causes the death of
individuals does not disappear; it must not disappear’ [Foucault 2007 p.42, in 63, p.162]. Those displaced in Nova Friburgo would be

Fig. 2. Mapping of a Rota de Fuga (escape route) from the city’s narrow valley in 2013. Open source.
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testament to this process, recreating urbanisation, vulnerability, and further potential governmental intervention elsewhere.
The pre-emption of unknown (disaster) events of the future may indeed have become the critical aspect of contemporary gover
nance in age of environmental uncertainty [65]. The vision of a world in which states secure lives in the face of known threats has been
superseded with one laden with potential for bad events to happen—pandemics, terrorism and climate among them—instilling a
perpetual state of coming catastrophe and justifying anticipatory action [16]. By imagining, narrating, and acting on futures consti
tuted by risk and threat, a different, emergent, future is created that may or may not be more risky. River canal or alarm system in
frastructures, alongside displacements, are designed to pre-empt a future that remains unclear, but then in fact themselves alter the
physical environment and social behaviours of residents to the extent that a different kind of future actually ensues. The mapping of
escape routes for those at risk, for instance, became a staple of disaster education in Nova Friburgo after 2011 (see Fig. 2), interventions
that provoke new behaviours and risk cultures in relation to threatening futures [24].
For Medd and Marvin the turn to urban resilience offers ‘interpretive flexibility’ precisely because the nature of future threats urban
areas face have ‘no fixed boundaries or fixed coordinates’ [66 p.46-47]. The urban, they contend, is ‘not an abstract container within
which events happen’, but is rather constituted by increasing socio-environmental pressure from vulnerability and (outdated) in
frastructures, that in turn engender the intensification of time. Time matters, in the sense that the meanings of both past and future are
narrated in the governmental arrangements of the present [16]. Past land use changes aimed at urban economic production and spatial
expansion create differential vulnerabilities and thus produce disasters, in response to which narrations of the apocalyptic eventfulness
of future nature are mobilised in order to justify a continuation of that same growth process. In an intensifying age of environmental
instability, the present is placed in the shadow of future disaster [67].
The evictions in Nova Friburgo were then undertaken as part of the project to maintain accumulation across an expanding and
intensifying urban landscape under increasing environmental pressure [68]. Eduardo, Geraldo, and the numerous residents around
them were the lives that this process worked through; easily abandoned in their designation as vulnerable and proximate to future
natural risk. This future was narrated through calculations of river flows, predicted climate modelling and soil saturation. Yet—based
on knowledge of past developments—there were numerous contingencies this anticipatory governance couldn’t account for: future
levels of hillside runoff and erosion from unanticipated housing; higher watershed change in forest cover and agriculture; river silt
levels; government and private sector maintenance of drainage and other infrastructures; political and social upheaval. All of these
affect future modelling, yet displacement was still narrated in the urgent certainty of the consequences of inaction in the face of critical
climate futures. The exact nature of these futures was suspended amidst overwhelming ‘danger’, just as the eventful urbanisation
process was washed over. The boundary crossing of the natural event was infused spatially with the pre-emption of a dangerous urban
future, that urban growth had itself brought forth.
5. Infrastructural events and narrating the nature of the city
All of this leads us to question how exactly we are to characterise disasters. I have thus far cast the event as a narrative device that
may or may not urge forth the crossing of a boundary, depending on the political economic power of the narrator to ‘plot’, or make
meaningful, such an occurrence within an overall narrative trajectory. If the disaster in 2011 is to be viewed much more a matter of
narrative process than of a transformative moment [35], it follows that disrupting the dominant social storyline necessitates an overt
political reframing—a direct attack—on the nature and timescale of such narrativised occurrences.
Carse’s work on the framing of Panama’s 2015 drought helps us to work through this problematic [1]. He argues that governmental
narratives attributing drought crises to climatic events should be subverted and reframed as infrastructural events that can account for
the creation of urbanised landscapes and the migrations of population and labour they enabled. The government’s portrayal of the
drought as climatic or meteorological is for Carse a startling twist of reality when shipping through the Panama canal uses six times
more freshwater than the entire population. The centrality of the canal to the country’s economy is of course critical to the govern
mental narration of the crisis, amply broadcast across the media. But beyond this, Panama’s two largest cities, whose populations
experienced water shortage, are also located nearby and would not have expanded without the canal as a growth motor. The ongoing
extension of freshwater capture infrastructure to service the needs of increased shipping in effect emerges alongside the (vulnerable)
public that then experiences drought:
[S]upply-side responses to water shortage that focus on building storage and transfer infrastructure can generate a vicious cycle:
overextended facilities lead to shortage crises, which are, in turn, used to justify the construction of more infrastructure to
increase supply, thus creating the conditions for the next crisis [1, p.3].
Reminiscent of the ‘circular’ governmental power operating through urbanising spaces that I discussed in the last section, for Carse
this sociotechnical system represents a networked geography that frames how drought is comprehended and responded to. The natural
hazard, here—unusually low rainfall—is in effect only narrated as eventful after the water needs of maintaining shipping traffic and
economic growth are discounted.
The theorisation is helpfully transposed to the Nova Friburgo case. Different colonial and developmentalist regimes through the
19th an 20th centuries drove forward industrial urbanisation and built successive rail, river and road infrastructures along the valley
floor. River canalisation became central for urban growth by drawing in labour for the factories built where the river previously
meandered, while it was also central to local politics, as industrialists, developers, and chief engineers became municipal leaders.
Numerous floods through the twentieth century warned of the dangerous trajectory of urban development, with the 2011 tragedy in
effect underpinned by the same infrastructural failure. The infrastructures of capitalist urbanisation shaped the form in which floods
and landslides took place by altering flows of water and by enabling the presence of politically marginalised people as labour.
The 2011 disaster was not an event based primarily on rainfall or geology, as the dominant narration asserts, but moreover an
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outcome of
the performance of various infrastructures … inscribed with the norms, values, assumptions, and politics of the times and places
in which they were designed and developed [1, p.3].
The 1945 canalisation predated and enabled the largely unplanned urban occupation that followed suit. It led to a constantly
expanding network of water and road infrastructure that increased runoff and piped sewage from the hillsides and strongly limited
ground absorption. While at its root lies a dominant and unfettered historical geographical frame of urban economic growth [43], the
original design capacity of the canal accounted for a far lower volume of hillside runoff than was later needed, while expensive
drainage, unpredicted at the point of construction, was necessary to counteract the erosions, landslips and silting caused by constant
residential growth. The river canal was inscribed with 1940s engineering aimed at instilling the permanence of an organised, modern,
risk-free city.
Framing the 2011 disaster as an infrastructural event gives form and voice to the perspectives of residents with a longer temporal
knowledge of the city’s development. It upends the limited temporality of natural hazard and disasters by extending the timeframe to a
much longer period of infrastructural development, thus making disaster process also disaster event. By narrating the infrastructural
event we enable analysis of how vulnerable lives and livelihoods came together in this location, and directly contest a dominant
politics geared toward preserving hazardous urbanisation and displacing its ruinous effects through the narration of eventful climate
futures. In doing this, the infrastructural event narrative also disrupts theorisations of event focussed on transformative moments,
whether in assemblage theory [29,30,33] or more conventional sociological accounts [36]. Stressing the (disaster) event as trans
formational—the point from which a range of governmental policies and practices ensued—takes for granted and casts as routine very
real past infrastructures that themselves transformed the landscape.
Downplaying the more immediate storm hazard that triggered or advanced erosive geological processes in 2011 is of course central
to the above endeavour, aimed at reframing event theorisation itself away from transformative moments. Yet, returning to my dis
cussion of post-humanism, assemblage theory has precisely engaged with the
political imperative to question the specific more-than-human processes that lead to the emergence of place-specific disaster
risk [ …] both independently and in relation to anthropogenic processes and knowledges [32 p.4].
The infrastructural event idea softens distinctly the idea of geo-hazardous phenomena with their own eventful force, illustrated in
the satellite image of the 2011 rainstorm (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. A supercell storm converged over the State of Rio de Janeiro in January 2011. Source: INPE (open).
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For Shaw [33], the idea of assembled ‘geo-events’ targets post-structural efforts at deconstruction and destabilisation of existing
categorisations (for example, those of events, disasters and hazards), arguing that they deny the ‘raw physicality’ around us [33,
p.614]. Reducing worldly processes and transformations to constructs of human thought when they can take place with or without
humans, for Shaw, demonstrates excessive hubris. Similar to my earlier discussion of the Latourian event, ‘geo-events’ instead
emphasise unpredictable networks of objects (e.g. humans, vulnerabilities, climatic storms, rocks, infrastructures) whose visibility and
very existence is ‘reshuffled’. In short, the 2011 disaster is the ‘becoming’ of a range of eventful actants, whether social, political,
geological or climatic. Extreme weather may take anyone by surprise, regardless of urbanisation processes.
Our protagonists in Nova Friburgo may nonetheless find this dissatisfying. It was precisely the state’s weighting of causation toward
nature’s wind, rocks and storms—hence its political narrative of natural determinism that must be responded to—that underpinned
their displacement, and which grated so deeply with their knowledge of urban infrastructural pasts. Put another way, the storm may or
may not collide with vulnerable life and infrastructure, but the selective political narration of the eventful hazardous storm remains a
distinctly human capacity; a social-discursive framing that ignores the narratives of others as it authorises their disposability. The
narrow temporality connecting falling rain and rising flood water is a politicised effort to plot a boundary crossing: a means to instigate
or mark in time a modification to an existing dominant spatial storyline. Governmental narratives under capitalist urbanisation work
through a selective appropriation and definition of the different elements implicated in disaster causation. Denying the political weight
of narrative and asserting the power of transformative moments can paralyse action on socio-environmental change and hand the
initiative to the most destructive forces of earthly degradation [69].
Disasters clearly go beyond the thoughts of humans alone, yet also go beyond physical behaviour independent of the human; indeed
trying to separate the two fails spectacularly under examination. Yet we also cannot remove the human capacity to imagine and narrate
different relationships with that earthly physicality according to the power and interests we mobilise. We cannot further silence
marginal voices already silenced by dominant political and scientific elite expertise. Disaster Studies has been here before. ‘Panarchic’
complex adaptation urged us to understand unpredictable events in social-ecological systems as constitutive parts of cycles of collapse
and transformation, where feedback loops reduce the potential for certainty over causative processes, and, consequently, for cast-iron
guarantees of interventional success [70]. This disequilibrium ecology comes from a different place than the post-human turn, yet at
worst both lead to the displacement of disaster attribution to a natural order-of-things. Above all, when thinking of flooded and
cascading favelas, from Brazil to Haiti and Bangladesh to Mozambique, we must assert that disasters are far more predictable than
either theory is willing to admit, based precisely on the extension of hazardous urban environments and the political marginalisation of
those vulnerable within them. We must apply caution to theory that, even unwittingly, drives us away from an operable disaster
politics in which responsibility and blame can be acted upon [71].
Reframing the disaster event as infrastructural pulls eventfulness away from external, natural, causation and undermines the
dominant state narrative that ‘there is nothing you can do’ in the face of the rain mapped in Fig. 3 (as our expert argued in the vignette).
The direction of public attention to (future) weather phenomena enables the implementation of new infrastructures and approaches to
continue unchallenged. Urban infrastructures were designed in a past unaware of contemporary conjunctions and rarely willingly
produce hazards and disasters. Yet they are equally implicated in forms of capitalist urbanisation whose political adherents offset
failure through ‘blaming nature’. Predicated on powerful narratives of all-conquering urban progress, such infrastructures promise to
leave nature and its associated hazards and vulnerabilities behind while ensuring that they remain always and forever present.
Reframing urban disasters as infrastructural events disrupts dominant narratives by focussing on transformations resulting from the
much longer temporality of capitalist urbanisation, with the aim of crossing into less degrading urban futures.
6. Conclusion
Conventionally, events have been understood or analysed as the exception to the uneventful norm, out of the ordinary happenings
that are fixed in time and space. They appear to ‘mark’ time, in the sense that what comes after will not be quite the same as what came
before, and as such are viewed as transformational boundary crossings. I have argued here that there are multiple narratives of disaster
events, and that what is considered eventful appears very different if we listen to the stories of residents like Geraldo and Eduardo in
the opening vignette. Interpretation and narration not only matters, but actually remakes (and potentially unmakes) the hazards and
disasters that they describe.
The infrastructural event idea draws on the voices of those silenced in dominant urban governance, and who present alternative
narrations of disaster causation based around a longer temporal frame of past urban developments. In opposition to the apparently
transformational moment of ‘natural disaster’, the infrastructural event idea includes the long-term process of hazardous urbanisation
that actually brought forth catastrophe.
The framing of disaster causation remains critically important for tackling urban risk and risk reduction. In an era of extended or
planetary urbanisation that places bodies and infrastructures directly in harm’s way, the continuing blame placed on nature and
climate for the disasters wrought by economic expansion appear counterproductive. This is not to say that climate change cannot
increase risks, but moreover to ring the alarm over uncritical climate adaptations that advance cycles of infrastructural ‘solutions’ and
displacements, just as they no longer promise certainty in their effectiveness. Urban governance too often revolves around the
management, protection, displacement and re-embedding of vulnerable urban dwellers and the infrastructures that contain them.
Those relegated to marginal and hazardous urban spaces are also subject to exclusion and prejudice in state-led policy, unwilling to
hear narratives that break with their own.
Much is written of disasters as ‘revealers’ of past interventions in physical or modified environments that in turn alter social order
or create political change [50,72]. For Furedi [64 p.509], disasters ‘upset prevailing systems of meaning’ and allow for new forms of
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claim making. Affected groups always seek to make sense of the adversity they experienced and, in a variety of ways, act on it. Yet
expectations of the urban environment vary, and the ability and desire of government and scientific elites to position an event as a
boundary crossing will focus specifically on moving toward a future they deem to be appropriate or advantageous within the narrative
of urban economic progress. Risk reduction activity should listen, first and foremost, to the perspectives of those outside the narrow
‘expert’ remit. For Eduardo and Geraldo, their rejection of river widening and displacement was based around state ignorance of the
failure of past infrastructural interventions, and hence for them, the coming, future, infrastructures would also lack legitimacy or
expectations of efficacy. The idea of an infrastructural rather than climatic event is then based around creating visibility for the failures
of dominant urban governance processes, channelled through a never ending infrastructural ‘promise’ for a prosperous or secure future
[1,44,46]. Crises create opportunities for political reframing and the destabilisation of dominant development narratives. In
frastructures always deemed invisible through their permanence, stability and predictability, suddenly become visible through their
failure, with a knock-on effect for the lives of urban residents and their senses of trust and truth relating to urban governance processes.
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